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Ricardo to design state-of-the-art engine
family for China’s YTO Group
• New four and six-cylinder engine family will power YTO
tractors and off-highway equipment
• Design will feature Ricardo’s Twin Vortex Combustion
System (TVCS) technology, meeting China OffHighway Stage V emissions regulations and providing
high fuel efficiency
• Marks the continuation of a longstanding collaboration
with YTO Group – the new engines supersede the
current product range, designed by Ricardo in 1980
The project announced today will see Ricardo and YTO Group collaborate on a
clean sheet design for a new four and six-cylinder diesel engine family. The new
product will feature some of the latest combustions and emissions reduction
technologies – including the highly successful Ricardo TVCS – with the aim of
delivering best-in-class performance and fuel consumption.

The all-new engine will replace the existing LR105 series, a product originally
designed by Ricardo as long ago as 1980 – and which remains one of the most
successful agricultural vehicle engines in China, with annual production volumes
exceeding 100,000. With a market launch early in the 2020s, versions of the new
design will power YTO products including tractors, harvesters, and many other offhighway machines. In addition to supporting with the design of both four- and sixcylinder versions of the new engine, Ricardo will also lead calibration and
mechanical development testing based at YTO’s engineering facilities in China.

“Ricardo is extremely pleased to have been selected by YTO to support the design
and development of this important new engine family,” commented Ricardo Asia
president Gary Tan. “This new engine is intended to provide best-in-class
performance and fuel consumption while achieving the latest China Stage V
emissions regulations. I am confident that the new product will provide a worthy
successor to its predecessor, which was also designed in collaboration with
Ricardo – and which has proven to be one of China’s most successful agricultural
power products.”

Ends

NOTES TO EDITORS:

Ricardo plc is a global, world-class, multi-industry consultancy for engineering,
technology, project innovation and strategy. Our people are committed to providing
outstanding value through quality engineering solutions focused on high efficiency, low
emission, class-leading product innovation and robust strategic implementation. With a
century of delivering excellence and value through technology, our client list includes the
world's major transportation original equipment manufacturers, supply chain organizations,
energy companies, financial institutions and governments. Guided by our corporate values
of respect, integrity, creativity & innovation and passion, we enable our customers to
achieve sustainable growth and commercial success. Ricardo is listed in the FTSE4Good
Index, which identifies global companies that demonstrate strong environmental, social and
governance (ESG) practices. For more information, visit www.ricardo.com.
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